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VIDEO COLLECTION TITLE:

DO IT YOURSELF 
SERIES / DIYS
Number of Episodes in the Collection

200+ episodes

Duration

1 - 7 minutes per episode

Formats available

Full HD  16:9 /  4:5  /  1:1  /  9:16

Description

Awesome set of creative and fun ideas to help 
parents spend quality time with their kids while 
helping the little ones learn. Also here you can 
find plenty of new ideas to make life at home 
more fulfilling and fun. Some clever money-
saving hacks and tips are also included. 

Languages and Branding

Clips can be fully translated into any language. 

Branding options available.

Available License Types

Non-exclusive, Country-exclusive.

Contact information

Phone:

+372 5557 3767

Email:

info@videopartner.eu
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Busy board

Description
A busy board is a great way to give your child a sensory 
play experience. It helps them to learn about different 
objects and encourages them to explore them. It is also 
vital for your child’s brain development by stimulating 
their senses of sight, sound, smell and touch. You can 
make your busy board at home.

Length
03:17

Item Code
DIYS001

All-Natural Baby Wipes

Description
You can use baby wipes for cleaning surfaces, clean 
your hands or use them while changing your baby’s 
diaper. Unfortunately, baby wipes are hard to recycle 
and therefore not soo good for the environment. If 
you still want to use baby wipes and be green, you can 
make all-natural baby wipes at home.

Length
01:11

Item Code
DIYS002

Felt Sandwiches

Description
Parents are the first teachers of the child’s growing 
life. You, as a parent, can contribute to your child’s 
imaginative play by setting an example. Teaching 
your children how to eat healthily and be fit is the 
key to a healthy lifestyle. Children learn a lot through 
imaginative play, so why not join them, have some fun 
and learn something new?

Length
01:59

Item Code
DIYS003

Tricks for Packing a Suitcase

Description
Packing for holidays can be a nightmare if you have 
limited space in your suitcase. Luckily, there are some 
tips on how to keep your suitcase organized and 
smartly packed.

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS004

#001 #002

#003 #004

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Two Different Puzzles

Description
Home-made puzzles can cause a lot of excitement 
because they’re different from what we’re used to. It is 
pretty easy to make one out of things you already have 
laying around in your house. Here are two ways to make 
a puzzle.

Length
01:14

Item Code
DIYS005

Tips for Crafting with Children

Description
Crafting with children is fun but can become chaos 
pretty quick. Here are some tips to keep everything 
more tidy and organized. This also helps your child to 
understand, that things can be used for many purposes, 
you just need to think outside the box a bit.

Length
01:14

Item Code
DIYS006

Colored Sensory Rice

Description
Sensory play has a huge roll in a child’s development – 
it encourages them to manipulate and mold materials, 
they use all of their senses, it is beneficial for language 
development and the list goes on. You don’t need much 
to provide your child with some sensory play, you can 
use colored rice for example.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS007

Tricks for Taking a Child on a
Picnic

Description
Picnics are fun and you can have them everywhere – in 
your back yard, in a park or on a beach. It’s a good way 
to break away from your family routine and spend some 
quality time all together. Here are some tips on how to 
make your picnic even better.

Length
01:49

Item Code
DIYS008

#005 #006

#007 #008

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Blackboard Blocks

Description
Turn your ordinary wooden blocks into multi-purpose 
blackboard blocks. You can play different games 
with them, the possibilities are endless. Plus the most 
exciting part is that you can use them again and again. 
Make puzzles out of them, use it for learning math, or 
how to read and write.

Length
00:45

Item Code
DIYS009

Using Toothpaste for Home 
Cleaning

Description
Toothpaste can be used for much more than just 
cleaning your teeth. Here are a few ways of how to use 
toothpaste for home cleaning.

Length
01:18

Item Code
DIYS010

Peek-a-Boo Board

Description
Help your child to learn wild animals by their 
personality traits. This educational game is easy to 
make and provides sensory and visual input. Also, many 
children learn better through play, so why not try?

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS011

Tips for Cleaning Kitchen Utensils

Description
Here are some tips on cleaning the most used kitchen 
utensils fast and efficiently.

Length
01:24

Item Code
DIYS012

#009 #010

#011 #012

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Toilet Paper Roll Toys

Description
This is a good crafting project that shows that not all 
toys have to be store-bought and that you can make 
your unique toys by recycling toilet paper rolls. By 
boosting our child’s creativity, we are teaching them 
problem-solving, faith and confidence, self-awareness 
and how to relieve stress.

Length
02:32

Item Code
DIYS013

Mitten Ponies

Description
You can make wearing mittens playful for your child by 
crafting an animal out of them. This DIY will show you 
how to make mitten ponies.

Length
01:26

Item Code
DIYS014

Sensory Carpet

Description
Sensory carpets are very beneficial for their 
development. Different textures and colors on your 
sensory rugs will stimulate your child’s senses and 
massage their feet. Sensory rugs are great for exploring 
different textures, have a calming effect and benefits 
brain development.

Length
01:38

Item Code
DIYS015

Save Space by Rolling and Folding
Clothes

Description
The drawers of your little one can get messy pretty 
quick. This hack teaches you how to fold clothes to get 
more space in the drawers. It’s also beneficial for your 
child because it encourages them to learn how to be 
organized and aids them to find suitable clothes more 
quickly.

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS016

#013 #014

#015 #016

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Two Different Drums

Description
A fun activity to introduce to your child is playing 
drums. It is easy to make and we bet your kid will be 
proud to play it. It’s a nice introduction to music and 
it will help your child to keep a beat. Playing the rattle 
drum will massage hand muscles and you can play 
pretty catchy beats on a drum.

Length
02:58

Item Code
DIYS017

Games from the Cupboard

Description
If it’s raining outside and you don’t know what to play 
with your children, think outside of the box and turn the 
dullest things into a game. Not only isn’t it interesting 
and exciting for your kids, but it will also train their 
attention, creativity and fine their motor skills.

Length
01:50

Item Code
DIYS018

Sensory Plates

Description
Sensory play is a really important part of early 
childhood development. Babies as young as 6+ months 
explore and learn about the world through touch. 
Sensory play stimulates creativity, fosters cognitive and 
linguistic development and helps them grow physically 
and emotionally.

Length
01:51

Item Code
DIYS019

Coffee Hacks

Description
Did you know that you can use coffee in so many 
various ways and not 
just as the morning energizer? Here are some hacks on 
how to get 100% from your coffee.

Length
03:36

Item Code
DIYS020

#017 #018

#019 #020

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Glove Animals

Description
Next time you lose one of your gloves, instead of 
throwing the other one away, make a cool glove 
animal from it. It teaches your child recycling, basic 
sewing skills (like how to sew on a button), and boosts 
their creativity. Sewing also helps with hand-eye 
coordination and can have a calming effect.

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS021

Handicraft Papar Made of Napkins

Description
If you have a bunch of beautiful napkins at home that 
you don’t want to waste, turn them into handicraft 
paper instead! You can craft origami & cards or make 
something else out of these papers. The possibilities are 
endless.

Length
01:36

Item Code
DIYS022

Baby Toys Made of Wooden Rings

Description
Baby stuff can be cute but expensive. However, you can 
also make them at home. Here are some easy DIY baby 
toys you could make out of wooden rings and cotton 
fabric. They are easy to grasp, make sounds, and are 
great for teething.

Length
02:59

Item Code
DIYS023

Folded Gift Boxes

Description
Make your gifts outstanding by reusing old papers. This 
way, you can make personalized boxes depending on 
the receiver, the party theme, or the occasion. People 
will feel flattered to know you have put time and effort 
into making their gift box. Try folding gift boxes by 
yourself, or with your child, it will be fun both ways.

Length
01:58

Item Code
DIYS024

#021 #022

#023 #024

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Egg Box Light Chain

Description
Decorating your home with light chain makes the 
atmosphere comfortable and cozy. There is a simple 
DIY for personalizing the light chain that you can do 
with your children. It also teaches them that decorating 
your home doesn’t have to cost lots of money because 
you can reuse and recycle items. 

Length
02:01

Item Code
DIYS025

Tie a Bow on a Gift

Description
Learn how to tie a bow to make your gifts look 
gorgeous. Self-made bows are much cheaper than in 
supermarkets and they’re fun to craft.

Length
01:14

Item Code
DIYS026

Shoebox Football

Description
Shoebox football is something to craft if you’re looking 
for something new, yet simple to try out. It is an easy 
DIY project your children can do with you.

Length
02:16

Item Code
DIYS027

Home Cleaning Products

Description
As a mother, you probably know how important it is to 
keep your house clean. Unfortunately, a lot of common 
cleaning supplies are pretty toxic and not good for our 
health. Luckily, there are alternative ways to keep your 
home clean, save the environment and some money.

Length
01:53

Item Code
DIYS028

#025 #026

#027 #028

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Jolly Bubblers

Description
Bubbles are magical and children tend to like them. 
They are calming to watch, and exciting to chase 
around. You can make blowing bubbles even more fun 
by making bubble wands yourself. It is simple, and you 
can involve your toddler so they could train their little 
hand muscles, and improve hand-eye coordination.

Length
01:17

Item Code
DIYS029

Stress Ball

Description
Life can be pretty stressful from time to time, and it’s 
okay. To keep your stress levels down, you need to de-
stress. A squeezable stress ball can help with calming 
nerves, anger, and anxiety. You can make your stress 
ball at home.

Length
01:02

Item Code
DIYS030

Games with Wooden Handicraft
Sticks

Description
Children learn and get new experiences through play. 
You can support your child’s development by crafting 
together. This DIY shows how to turn simple wooden 
handicraft sticks (or popsicle sticks) into fun games.

Length
01:21

Item Code
DIYS031

Orange Candles

Description
If you want to set the mood but you’re out of candles, 
try using an orange peel.

Length
00:51

Item Code
DIYS032

#029 #030

#031 #032

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Playdough Recipe

Description
Soft plasticine is perfect for stimulating children but 
it’s also a brilliant sensory and fine motor tool. Playing 
with plasticine aids build up strength in hand muscles, 
making your children ready for pencil and scissor 
control later on in life. 

Length
01:16

Item Code
DIYS033

Styled Laces

Description
A quick way to make your shoes look cooler is to tie 
your shoelaces differently. Here is a cool lacing tip to 
freshen up your look.

Length
01:15

Item Code
DIYS034

Kinetic Sand

Description
Playing with kinetic sand is a great tactile input that 
helps to strengthen hands, develop index finger skills, 
and develop bilateral skills. The texture of the sand also 
suits for kids who fear to make a mess because it’s not 
sticky and doesn’t get stuck under your fingernails.

Length
01:14

Item Code
DIYS035

Napkin Boats and Waterlilys

Description
Folded napkins are one of the easiest ways to spark up 
a tabletop. You can use them on your child’s birthday 
party or a family dinner. You can fold them yourself or 
ask for some assistance from your children. This quick 
DIY mommy hack will teach you how to fold a boat and 
a waterlily out of napkins.

Length
01:37

Item Code
DIYS036

#033 #034

#035 #036

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Fluffy Slime with Glitter

Description
Making your fluffy slime is a cool science experiment 
disguised as a sensory craft. Slime makes a good 
sensory play that is not only fun and therapeutic but 
also a tool to help develop grip strength.

Length
01:36

Item Code
DIYS037

Coffe Filter Peonies

Description
The easiest way to decorate your home is with flowers. 
Unfortunately, flowers can cost a lot of money and 
don’t last that long. You can freshen up your living 
room with a simple DIY that isn’t very time consuming 
and is easy to make.

Length
02:18

Item Code
DIYS038

Soft Sock Animals

Description
An artful way to spend time with your child on a rainy 
day is to upcycle socks into cute animals. They are easy, 
fairly quick to make, and do not require sewing. This 
video will show you how to make a funny worm and a 
cute octopus out of socks.

Length
01:44

Item Code
DIYS039

Which of the Two Feet

Description
Putting on shoes by themselves is a big milestone for 
your kid. Some clever ways can help your youngster 
learn, how to put shoes on accurately, faster.

Length
00:54

Item Code
DIYS040

#037 #038

#039 #040

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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No-Mess Painting

Description
When it comes to painting, children can be messy, and 
that’s okay. As a parent, it’s our job to guide the little 
one, and inspire him or her to try out something new 
and exciting.  A good alternation for painting is the no-
mess version of it, causing less stress for the parent and 
more fun for the child.

Length
01:22

Item Code
DIYS041

Diaper Bag

Description
Baby essentials can take a lot of room in your bag. A 
way to keep your purse organized is by packing your 
diapers in a little diaper bag. This project is easy to 
make and doesn’t take a lot of time.

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS042

Match the Colors and Quantities

Description
Children start learning colors at approximately two 
years of age. A really easy way to guide them is 
through play. Here, is a simple, yet a beneficial idea, 
that helps your little one work on a lot of different skills 
at the same time.

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS043

Girlifying a Baby boys Bodysuit

Description
Baby clothes are cute, and I bet you already have a 
bunch of them if baby number two is on the way. Or 
you got a super cool offer, but boy colored bodysuits 
are not what you require. We have a clever mommy 
hack that shows how to “girlify” bodysuits. 

Length
01:33

Item Code
DIYS044

#041 #042

#043 #044

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Two Travelling Games

Description
Long rides can be boring and tiring for both children 
and parents. A really fun way to pass the time is to play 
some board games. By using old building block pieces, 
you can make classic games more interesting for 
everyone, especially for your kids. Not only is it fun, but 
it also challenges and trains your child’s brain.

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS045

Hiding Stains

Description
If you’re a mom of a toddler, or if you have children, 
you’ve probably had your fair share of battles with 
stains. Some of them come off easily, some of them, 
don’t. Instead of throwing away stained clothes, think 
green, and upcycle them. Here is easy hack how to hide 
stains.

Length
01:29

Item Code
DIYS046

Wooden Pencil Holder

Description
If you have children who love to color, their pencils can 
be all around the place. Here is a simple, yet unique DIY 
to organize the chaos, that looks rustic and smells nice. 
It is decorative, functional, and keeps you organized. It 
also makes a great gift.

Length
01:09

Item Code
DIYS047

Folding Terry Towels for a Gift

Description
Terry towels are handy if you’re not a big fan of paper 
towels and producing a lot of waste. They are reusable, 
absorb a lot of liquid, and you can use them for many 
purposes. This mommy hack will show you how to fold 
terry towels for a gift or how to make laundry days 
more fun.

Length
01:32

Item Code
DIYS048

#045 #046

#047 #048

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Clothespin Trivet

Description
To protect your furniture from heat damage, you’ll need 
trivet – a plate-like gadget which you can place under 
your hot servings. They are really easy to make and a 
good way to upcycle your old clothespins.

Length
01:52

Item Code
DIYS049

Mini Pom-Poms

Description
Pom-poms are one of the easiest decorations to make 
when throwing a birthday party or when redesigning 
your child’s bedroom. This DIY project will show you 
how to make your pom-poms in three different ways.

Length
01:49

Item Code
DIYS050

Baby Teething Blanket

Description
Teething blankets for babies aren’t only for relieving the 
pain but are also beneficial as toys. Teething blankets 
help with cognitive development and develop motor 
skills. To bite a blanket, they first have to see it, grab it 
and guide it into their mouth.

Length
02:12

Item Code
DIYS051

Shoe Lace Hacks

Description
Learning how to tie shoelaces is a huge milestone 
for your child. To do so, they need to use fine- and 
visual motor skills, need to be patient and span their 
attention, use their memory, and be motivated. We’re 
all different, and that’s why there are several ways to tie 
shoelaces. Find a suitable one for your child.

Length
00:59

Item Code
DIYS052

#049 #050

#051 #052

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Rainstick Musical Sensory Bottles

Description
Sensory bottles help stimulate visual and auditory 
sensory systems. Children love to play with these 
bottles, and the coolest thing is that they can make one 
themselves. It is exciting to explore and play with this 
toy.

Length
01:06

Item Code
DIYS053

Preventing Damage with Wire Box

Description
When you have a toddler playing around in your 
household, it’s better to have all your cables hidden and 
secured.

Length
01:25

Item Code
DIYS054

Edible Colors

Description
Little children tend to put everything in their mouth, 
and that’s okay. It’s just the way they learn about the 
world around them. Milk paint is free of toxins and safe 
to eat. And let’s not forget – you can paint awesome 
pictures with them!

Length
01:32

Item Code
DIYS055

Baby Spinner

Description
Baby carousel is a lot more than just a cute accessory 
on your baby’s crib. It provides your baby visual 
stimulation, helps to develop motor skills, and can be 
educational.

Length
01:35

Item Code
DIYS056

#053 #054

#055 #056

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Cloth Dolls

Description
Playing with finger puppets has a lot of benefits. We 
can start with bonding with our child and encouraging 
their imagination and creativity and end with emotional 
development and tuning fine motor skills.

Length
01:25

Item Code
DIYS057

Potty training

Description
Potty training is a huge milestone in your child’s 
development. For some children, potty training can 
come easy, but for others, not so much. Be consistent 
yet patient with your child. It takes time! Here are three 
tricks to use while potty training your kid.

Length
00:53

Item Code
DIYS058

Clothespin and Felt Puppets

Description
Kids love it. Good for bonding with them, encouraging 
their imagination and creativity, and great for emotional 
development and tuning fine motor skills.

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS059

Fruit Slicing Hacks

Description
Fruits are the easiest and healthiest snacks to serve to 
your guests. Here are some quick fruit cutting hacks to 
help you save some time.

Length
02:05

Item Code
DIYS060

#057 #058

#059 #060

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Calming Sensory Bottles

Description
Sensory bottles are great for all ages – they’re quite 
easy to make with your children, and everyone can have 
fun with them. They are also often used for calming 
down, because watching the small parts move in the 
bottle can be quite mesmerizing, calms breathing and 
helps to regulate emotions. You can make one too!

Length
01:44

Item Code
DIYS061

Old School Easter Eggs

Description
There are many different ways to get colored easter 
eggs, but lately, the old-school-way is making a 
comeback. More and more people prefer good old 
onion skins to store-bought colors. Learn how to get 
unique easter eggs granny style.

Length
02:57

Item Code
DIYS062

Sensory Gloves

Description
Children learn a lot through their sense of touch. 
Sensory play builds nerve connections in the brain’s 
pathway, which leads to the ability to complete more 
complex learning tasks. Sensory gloves are a great way 
to teach your child sensory attributes like cold, soft, 
spiky, etc., and amuse them.

Length
01:07

Item Code
DIYS063

Lemon Hacks

Description
Lemons can be beneficial for both culinary and non-
culinary ways. This hack shows you how to get the best 
out of lemons.

Length
01:29

Item Code
DIYS064

#061 #062

#063 #064

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Fantasy Paintings

Description
The best way to know what your child is thinking 
and feeling is through painting. Support your child’s 
creativity and help them to discover art! This way, you 
can see what’s going on in the inner world of your child 
when they lack the vocabulary to express themselves in 
words.

Length
01:39

Item Code
DIYS065

Remove Glue Marks and Wax from
the Glass Jar

Description
Did someone bring some jam in a nice glass jar and it 
would be a shame to throw it away? A candle burned 
out, and the glass that’s left, could be used as a 
smoothy glass? Don’t throw them away, there is a way, 
to clean them, and to reuse them!

Length
01:23

Item Code
DIYS066

Flour Safari

Description
Sensory bins are a good way to activate your child’s 
“inner scientist” and stimulate all their senses. Craft a 
flour safari for them to explore and learn about safari 
animals.

Length
00:45

Item Code
DIYS067

Clothespin Hacks

Description
Clothespins aren’t only for hanging laundry. There are 
many clever possibilities for how to use them, just 
think outside the box a bit. Luckily, we can help you by 
showing you some hacks.

Length
01:34

Item Code
DIYS068

#065 #066

#067 #068

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Sugar Rolls Out of Salt Dough

Description
Playing café with your children can be extra fun if you 
bake your sugar rolls out of salt dough. These are not 
edible, but they are for playing. Your children benefit 
from this by strengthening and toning their little hand 
muscles, as they are squishing, squashing, rolling and 
flattening the dough.

Length
00:59

Item Code
DIYS069

Motivate Your Kid to Wash Teeth

Description
One of the biggest challenges that parents face is how 
to make a habit out of brushing teeth. It’s one of the 
basic dental habits that your child needs to acquire 
during their formative years to lead them on a steady 
path on oral health. There are a few ways to motivate 
your child to form these habits.

Length
00:42

Item Code
DIYS070

Color with Bubbles

Description
Bubbles are fun! And so is art! Why not mix them? Make 
some unique art and help your child develop better 
oral motor skills! Who knew blowing bubbles is a really 
good exercise for little mouths.

Length
01:05

Item Code
DIYS071

Sewing Hacks

Description
Keep your sewing supplies in order by following these 
simple tricks.

Length
01:05

Item Code
DIYS072

#069 #070

#071 #072

Videopartner.eu Videopartner.eu
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Don’t Play with Food

Description
Here are some simple sorting games that are good for 
your child’s motor skills development.

Length
00:38

Item Code
DIYS073

Basket Made from Old Jeans

Description
Don’t throw worn-out jeans away! Upcycle them into 
beautiful baskets. They’re easy to make and look 
stunning.

Length
00:54

Item Code
DIYS074

Play with Rainbow Rice

Description
Let your child explore textures and colors while playing 
with rainbow rice. It stimulates their tactical-, activates 
their visual-, challenges their hearing- and can enrich 
their sense of taste (if you allow so, of course).

Length
00:50

Item Code
DIYS075

T-Shirt Folding Hacks

Description
Keep your drawers neat and tidy following these three 
simple hacks.

Length
01:03

Item Code
DIYS076

#073 #074

#075 #076
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Sensory Games

Description
A fun way to pass time on a rainy day is to play 
sensory games. They’re good for your child’s brain 
development. By playing sensory games, your child 
builds and develops nerve connections which expand 
the areas of the brain which are responsible for 
determining how to learn better. 

Length
00:54

Item Code
DIYS077

Ice Cube Hacks

Description
Ice cube trays aren’t just for making plane cubes for 
cooling your drink. You can do a lot more with them! 
Try making vitamin ice cubes from fresh berries. Or why 
not try making flavored oil cubes to quickstart your 
food. It’s easy!

Length
01:09

Item Code
DIYS078

Calming Sensory Activity

Description
Little children don’t know how to cope with and 
regulate their emotions. Did you know you can teach 
them that? Here are some sensory activities you can to 
together with your kid to calm them down.

Length
00:54

Item Code
DIYS079

Health Tips

Description
No-one likes being sick, especially children – it’s tedious 
and uncomfortable. Make being ill more bearable for 
your child by using these simple hacks.

Length
01:35

Item Code
DIYS080

#077 #078

#079 #080
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Place and Follow Drawn Lines

Description
Matching games seem easy and fun but are very 
beneficial to your little one. It helps to improve their 
concentration, increases short term memory, and helps 
to classify objects that are grouped by similar traits. 
You can make one by yourself while using simple 
household gadgets.

Length
00:57

Item Code
DIYS081

Reusable Napkins

Description
Reusable napkins are an excellent alternative for eco-
friendly mums. You can make your napkins, all you need 
is some cotton flannel fabric, a napkin box, zig-zag 
scissors, and some soap.

Length
01:33

Item Code
DIYS082

Funny Cotton Foam

Description
This messy activity encourages kids to experiment 
while learning about the environment. It is good for 
their senses and the development of fine motor skills. 
This game will surely keep your child both, entertained 
and occupied for quite some time.

Length
00:46

Item Code
DIYS083

Building Block Hacks

Description
You can use building blocks for so much more than 
playing. Here are a few ways to reuse your old bricks.

Length
01:30

Item Code
DIYS084

#081 #082

#083 #084
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Finger Paint Animals

Description
Finger painting is an excellent tactile experience to 
your child, and it helps them with their intellectual 
development – mixing colors teaches them about colors 
and how to create new ones. Use your imagination to 
create new animals by finger painting!

Length
01:09

Item Code
DIYS085

Organic Cosmetics

Description
Many women are switching their chemically produced 
cosmetics to more natural ones, because not only is it 
better for your skin, it also contains no parabens and 
other toxins. You can also make it yourself at home.

Length
01:31

Item Code
DIYS086

Clay Modelling

Description
Pinching, squeezing, kneading, and rolling helps to 
strengthen the small muscles in your child’s fingers 
and hands. Also, it develops their hand and eye 
coordination. But these are only a few examples. 

Length
00:49

Item Code
DIYS087

Toilet Paper Rolls in Household

Description
Empty toilet paper rolls are much more than just 
garbage. With some imagination, you can turn them 
into pretty cool things.

 

Length
01:49

Item Code
DIYS088

#085 #086

#087 #088
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Snowflake Spinning Top

Description
Spinning tops have won over the hearts of many 
children from the beginning of the times, and they still 
do. If your children are feeling bored on a cold, dark 
winter night, gather them around the table and craft 
some spinning tops together.

Length
02:00

Item Code
DIYS089

Pillow Case with Only Three Seams 

Description
Sewing pillowcases for your pillows is easy, and you can 
mix all kinds of fabric for a unique look.

Length
01:51

Item Code
DIYS091

Simple Activity Board

Description
Boost your child’s fine motor skills and encourage them 
to learn basic math with a simple activity board. You 
can show your child different shapes, patterns, and 
colors through this activity. Better yet, let them explore 
and experiment themselves. Playing with rubber bands 
also helps them improve fine motor skills.

Length
00:59

Item Code
DIYS091

Infant Car Seat Handle Cushion

Description
Make carrying your infant car seat more comfortable 
with a handmade handle cushion.

Length
01:01

Item Code
DIYS092

#089 #090

#091 #092
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Chemistry Art

Description
Mixing paint with vinegar and soda is the simplest way 
to wow your children. Lighten up the little discoverer in 
them and let them see what happens.

Length
00:49

Item Code
DIYS093

Bag for Tablet

Description
Protect your tablet from any damage for sewing a bag 
for it.

Length
01:38

Item Code
DIYS094

Fishing

Description
Playing fishing is a good way to pass time. Instead of 
just catching fish, tell them the story of how you have 
to catch them to release them into clean water. Great 
way to talk about the environment and plastic pollution. 
You can build this game together with your child using 
simple tools.

Length
01:38

Item Code
DIYS095

Spring Gloves out of Old Sweater

Description
Weather in spring can be a bit chilly. A way to keep 
your hands warm, but fingers out, is to upcycle your old 
sweater into spring gloves.

Length
01:22

Item Code
DIYS096

#093 #094

#095 #096
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Paper Plate Marble Track

Description
Building process develops engineering skills, math, 
and problem-solving – gravity, twists, bends, how 
many plates are needed, and will it work? It is great for 
training patience and perseverance. The process can 
be difficult, but with a precise hand and a determined 
mind, everything is possible.

Length
01:35

Item Code
DIYS097

Banana and Surprising Banana 
Peel

Description
Bananas are superfoods that are full of nutrients and 
vitamins which are not only beneficial to our bodies but 
also our surroundings. Here are some easy hacks with 
bananas.

Length
01:26

Item Code
DIYS098

Cardboard Ball Tracks

Description
You can craft a pretty cool cardboard track with your 
kids using simple tools. Help your child to form basic 
engineering skills by letting them design the track. Ask 
your kid questions. Why was something designed the 
way it is? Great for helping him or her in developing 
cognitive skills like thinking and language development.

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS099

Calendula Salve and Powerful
Herbal Drink

Description
Calendulas are like super flowers. They look nice in a 
vase, but they are also great for making oils and crams. 
People add them to food. Use the healing benefits of 
calendulas and make your salve and tea out of it.

Length
01:48

Item Code
DIYS100

#097 #098

#099 #100
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Learn to Peel and Slice

Description
For your child, these activities can be pretty challenging 
because they don’t have that kind of muscle strength 
yet. Learning to peele and slice are beneficial for your 
child’s fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. It’s a 
good sensory play. And last but not least, it is a fun and 
creative way to spend time with your child!

Length
00:51

Item Code
DIYS101

Curcum Health and Beauty

Description
Turmeric is a powerful spice with many ways of using 
it. Some might even say that turmeric may be the most 
effective nutritional supplement on the planet earth. 
Why not make the best of it?

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS102

Airplane Piggy Bank

Description
As a parent, you have to set an example by teaching 
your children the importance of saving money. The 
easiest way of doing so is by visual stimuli – a piggy 
bank. Even if your child doesn’t understand the concept 
of money, they will see and hear what happens every 
time they put their coins in the piggy bank.

Length
01:17

Item Code
DIYS103

Alternative Uses for Nail Polish

Description
Who said nail polishes are only for your nails? Here are 
some hacks what to do with nail polish.

Length
01:36

Item Code
DIYS104

#101 #102

#103 #104
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Craft Stick School Bus

Description
Going back to school may cause a lot of thrill and 
excitement. Many children just don’t know how to 
handle this. As a parent, you can help them relax by 
focusing their attention on crafting. Not only is it 
calming, but it is very good for their creativity, fine 
motor skills, and learning to follow instructions. 

Length
01:40

Item Code
DIYS105

Amazing Salt

Description
Salt is amazing! Not only is it beneficial for our body, 
but it’s also handy in the household. Here are some 
hacks that prove the remarkableness of salt.

Length
01:06

Item Code
DIYS106

Clothespin Airplane

Description
Who said clothespins are only for hanging the clothes 
up for drying? With a little bit of creativity, you can 
make anything out of them! Spend some quality time 
with your children and craft cute little airplanes out of 
clothespins.

Length
01:43

Item Code
DIYS107

Amazing Oat

Description
Oats are more than just a breakfast food. There are 
many other ways to use these nutritious cereal grains. 
Here are some hacks on how to use oats other than in 
porridge.

Length
01:42

Item Code
DIYS108

#105 #106

#107 #108
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Sensory Hula Hoop

Description
The sensory hula hoop is a great way to stimulate 
your baby’s senses and to motivate them to explore 
the world. Luckily, babies don’t ask for much, and 
the simplest things are often more exciting than toys 
bought from the store. Make your sensory hula hoop 
out of simple everyday objects. 

Length
01:30

Item Code
DIYS109

Removing Stains

Description
Removing stains can be a nightmare, especially when 
you have children. Store-bought stain removers 
are expensive and full of chemicals that can irritate 
sensitive skin. Here are some hacks on how to remove 
stains eco-friendly and with remedies, you most surely 
have at home.

Length
01:56

Item Code
DIYS110

Fairy Wings

Description
Here is a rather simple DIY for crafting your very own 
unique fairy wings. The process of designing will help 
children to relieve some stress and let their imagination 
flow wild. It is also great for planning- and fine motor 
skills.

Length
03:49

Item Code
DIYS111

Tassel Garland

Description
Sometimes a simple decoration, like a tassel garland, 
can be the crowning touch to your party. They’re 
perfect for different occasions: birthdays, graduations, 
holidays, baby showers, etc.. Turns out that it’s not that 
hard to make one yourself and it costs way less than 
buying from a store. Give it a try!

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS112

#109 #110

#111 #112
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Ball Maze

Description
Playing with mazes can challenge your children to think 
through challenges, different scenarios, and possible 
problems. It is also a great way to train hand-eye 
coordination, identifying shapes, and predicting if it will 
or won’t roll.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS113

Straw Bunting

Description
Stop buying plastic straws - it is good for the 
environment. The straws that are already in your 
household can be upcycled by thinking green. Make a 
straw bunting! Straw bunting is decorative, and you can 
re-use it again and again. The best part is that straws 
are weatherproof, so they’re perfect for outdoor parties.

Length
01:06

Item Code
DIYS114

Balloon Rocket Car Race

Description
Teaching physics doesn’t have to be boring and all 
theoretical. Children tend to learn better if they can 
see, feel, and act while learning new information. A 
simple, yet amusing way to learn about air pressure and 
Newton’s law of motion would be by crafting a balloon 
rocket car. Let your child be amazed.

Length
01:19

Item Code
DIYS115

Baby Memory Frame

Description
You don’t get the whole sense of the saying, „Time 
goes by so fast...“ without having children of your 
own. Capture the moment of your baby’s important 
moments by making a memory frame. It will be a trip 
back the memory lane and a good gift when your kid 
grows up.

Length
01:43

Item Code
DIYS116

#113 #114

#115 #116
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Animal Button Necklace

Description
You can be amazed at what happens when you allow 
your children to get creative. Not only does it improve 
their ability to focus, but it also reduces stress and 
promotes problem-solving.

Length
02:10

Item Code
DIYS117

Baby Shoe Growth Chart

Description
Baby shoes are cute but often overpriced and 
unpractical – babies just grow so fast. A way to capture 
your child’s growth and reuse baby shoes is by crafting 
a shoe chart out of your baby’s favorite footwear. The 
frame will be a cute decoration on the wall or a gift to 
your child when they grow older.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS118

Sensory Umbrella

Description
It is easy to make this umbrella. And it doesn’t take 
much space as you can easily fold it when done playing. 
The sensory umbrella can also be a good motivator 
when having a baby who has difficulties with lifting 
their upper body or she or he just a so-called slow 
bloomer.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS119

Tea Towel Cake Bag

Description
Think green – sew yourself a cake bag out of tea towels. 
It makes transporting cakes much easier, and you don’t 
have to use that much food film anymore.  This cake 
bag is fairly easy to make and will be an eye-catcher. It 
will also make a good present for a fellow baker.

Length
03:19

Item Code
DIYS120

#117 #118

#119 #120
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Teaching Emotions

Description
Stabile emotional health is really important for human 
beings. Sadly, a lot of children and adults have a hard 
time recognizing and expressing their emotions. 
Developing healthy emotional skills will help them to 
interact with other people around them. Help your child 
to learn about various emotions through a simple game.

Length
01:19

Item Code
DIYS121

Hair Clip Holder

Description
Little girls tend to have a lot of hair accessories, and 
mostly, they’re lying around all around the house. Keep 
hair clips, headbands, and hair ties organized with a 
hair clip holder. It looks pretty, is like a game for your 
daughter, and makes hair accessories easily accessible 
all times.

Length
02:07

Item Code
DIYS122

Spelling Stones

Description
In our modern society where smartphones and spelling 
software helps us with grammar, spelling words without 
an autocorrect can be challenging not only for adults 
but also for children. A way to help our children to 
improve their spelling and reading is with spelling 
stones.

Length
01:12

Item Code
DIYS123

Butterfly Net

Description
Do you have a child who’s interested in bugs or a child 
who doesn’t care about playing outside? Playing with 
a butterfly net is a fun outdoor activity that will keep 
them active and adventurous for longer. It helps them 
to explore all kinds of bugs, insects, and butterflies that 
leave among us. 

Length
01:20

Item Code
DIYS124

#121 #122

#123 #124
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Felt Hand Puppets

Description
Playing with hand puppets isn’t just one of the easiest 
ways to connect with your children and to get to know 
what’s on their mind, it also gives you the chance to 
teach them empathy and other skills by roleplaying.

Length
00:51

Item Code
DIYS125

Monster Pants

Description
If your child has a bunch of jeans, that have a hole in 
them, or have worn-out knees, don’t throw them away 
just jet. Play fashion designers with your child, and, 
design a monster suitable for the broken jeans. This 
way, you can make memories, and have some quality 
time together.

Length
01:16

Item Code
DIYS126

Counting Game

Description
Turn learning counting into a game and help your 
toddler visualize it by crafting a cupcake counting 
game with them. This game will teach your children 
numbers and counting, but what’s most important, will 
stimulate their senses and bring a lot of joy!

Length
01:52

Item Code
DIYS127

Polymer Clay and Flowers

Description
Unorganized pencils in a jar may offend the eye. Luckily, 
a little help from polymer clay can fix the problem. This 
DIY will upgrade your pencil holder game and spice up 
your jars.

Length
01:20

Item Code
DIYS128

#125 #126

#127 #128
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Letter Sand Box

Description
Writing numbers and letters with a pencil can be 
challenging for a young child because of their weak 
hand muscles. A way your child can experience the 
curves and shapes of letters is by writing them in the 
sand. This way, they can have a full sensory experience 
and develop their fine- and gross motor skills.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS129

Balloon Vases

Description
If you’re having a party and fancy trying out something 
new or you are craving for interesting decoration ideas, 
then this DIY allows you green thinking and upcycling 
old party balloons and glass jars.

Length
00:39

Item Code
DIYS130

T-Shirt Tote Bag

Description
We all know that our planet has a huge plastic problem, 
and we need to make an end to it. There are many ways 
you can contribute to a cleaner environment, one of 
them is by recycling. Put your old t-shirts into good use 
and upcycle them into grocery tote bags – quick and 
easy to make, and very eco-friendly.

Length
02:17

Item Code
DIYS131

Umbrella Pillow

Description
Breathe some new life into your child’s nursery with a 
cute new pillow. This DIY is perfect for trying out new 
embroidery stitches and maybe even for reusing some 
old fabric that has been sitting in your closet for way 
too long. You can use the pillow as a decoration or as a 
cuddling pillow later on.

Length
03:54

Item Code
DIYS132

#129 #130

#131 #132
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Kaleidoscope

Description
One way to calm down an overstimulated child is by 
using a kaleidoscope. By focusing on the pretty shapes 
and colors that can be seen from the kaleidoscope, the 
brain concentrates on what is visually seen rather than 
other stimuli coming from the environment. 

Length
00:54

Item Code
DIYS133

Colorful Keys

Description
It can be pretty frustrating to find the right key from 
the key chain when in a hurry. It can also be tricky 
for our little ones to remember what key opens what 
door. Make life easier by decorating the keys. A simple 
solution for you and your family!

Length
01:18

Item Code
DIYS134

Paper Plate Visors

Description
Paper plates are multifunctional – you can use them 
for almost everything. Challenge your child to craft 
visors out of them. Challenging creative thinking will 
encourage your children to experiment and make 
mistakes that can lead to new techniques and personal 
growth. 

Length
01:38

Item Code
DIYS135

Dreamcatcher

Description
According to Native-Americans, dream catchers protect 
its owner from bad dreams. They’re also mysterious yet 
pretty and decorative. Decorate your child’s or your 
bedroom with a dream catcher to help your family 
sleep safely without bad dreams.

Length
02:35

Item Code
DIYS136

#133 #134

#135 #136
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Kitty Clutches

Description
Turn your leftover pieces of fabric into a cute little kitty 
cat clutch that your daughter will adore. It doesn’t 
take a lot of time and is relatively easy to make. Don’t 
hesitate to lend a hand from your daughter – little 
children can be creative and see things in a different 
light. 

Length
1:51

Item Code
DIYS137

Balloon Decorations

Description
Children love balloons, and why shouldn’t they? 
Balloons are fun, bring a lot of cheer and happiness. 
They’re also very decorative and can add the final touch 
to your party. Here are some hacks on how to make 
your balloons outstanding.

Length
01:51

Item Code
DIYS138

Rainbow Cloud Purse

Description
Mothers are their daughter’s first role models, and if 
mommy goes out with a purse, then she needs a purse 
too! With a little bit of time and effort, you can craft 
your little kid a rainbow cloud purse, that will catch an 
eye and even store a few things. 

Length
01:32

Item Code
DIYS139

Tennis Ball Holder

Description
Fresh up your interior and reuse old tennis balls by 
making holders out of them. Tennis ball holders can 
come in handy while storing keys, letters, dog leashes, 
towels, and pretty much everything else that can fit in 
its mouth. Crafting these googly-eyed holders will take 
storing to a whole new level

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS140

#137 #138

#139 #140
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Flamingo Marionette

Description
Marionettes can be tricky for adults to handle but even 
more challenging for children. As with every challenge, 
hard work pays off, and mastering the controlling of 
a marionette, can be very beneficial. Not only does it 
train patience and needs a lot of determinations, but it 
also trains hand and eye coordination. 

Length
03:03

Item Code
DIYS141

Hot Glue Coaster

Description
Drinking glasses can leave ugly stains on your furniture 
and sometimes even ruin it. Using drinking coasters can 
help to prevent it. Sometimes store-bought coasters 
can be ridiculously expensive and aren’t worth their 
price. Luckily, you can design and make your drinking 
coasters for every occasion.

Length
01:05

Item Code
DIYS142

Animal Keychain

Description
If your children are old enough and don’t get too 
excited about playing with little animal figures anymore, 
don’t throw them away! Give the figures a new life and 
turn them into keychains! This way, you can be a role 
model and talk about recycling and the benefits of it. 
It’s more than sure that your children will love this.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS143

Many Ways to Sew Buttons

Description
Sometimes the simplest way to refresh your old 
cardigans or blouses is by changing little details about 
it. The easiest way to catch an eye is by rearranging the 
way your buttons are sewed on. As it turns out, there is 
more than one way to sew on buttons! Here are some 
examples for you to try out.

Length
02:38

Item Code
DIYS144

#141 #142

#143 #144
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Felt Doll Busy Box

Description
If your child gets bored on long rides or needs 
something new to play with, make a felt doll busy 
box. Playing with dolls helps to develop your child’s 
imagination, teaches them social skills, and how to 
process emotions.

 

Length
02:19

Item Code
DIYS145

Keeping Children Organized

Description
The best way to set a routine for your child is by 
helping them visualize it. Your child will know what to 
expect from the day when looking at the chart with 
daily routines and choirs. Marking the tasks done 
will give your child the feeling of success and a good 
overview of tasks that need to be done later on.

Length
01:44

Item Code
DIYS146

Loo Roll Glasses

Description
Allow your child to design their very own glass frames. 
It’s a good way to spend some time together, boost 
imagination, and have some fun. 

Length
01:43

Item Code
DIYS147

Decorative Bottle

Description
Repurpose your empty wine bottles and use them as 
eye-catching decorations!

Length
01:11

Item Code
DIYS148

#145 #146

#147 #148
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Autumn Mask

Description
Autumn is a magical time – nature is offering us all 
these beautiful colors before setting itself to sleep for 
the winter. Autumn is also the perfect time to spend 
some quality family time in nature while getting to 
know different trees and their leaves and why they 
change colors.

Length
01:40

Item Code
DIYS149

Father’s Day Gift Wrapping

Description
Father’s day is a special moment to celebrate dad’s 
all over the world. Discard the usual gift wrapping for 
something more special and personal. Father’s day gift 
wrapping will make your gift look exciting.

Length
03:34

Item Code
DIYS150

Autumn Leaf Crown

Description
Autumn blesses us with such beautifully colored leaves 
that allow us to celebrate the season in style. You can 
start the crafting project with an outdoor leaf picking 
and end up with making adorable nature craft.

Length
01:11

Item Code
DIYS151

Bathbombs

Description
Using bath bombs isn’t just a fad. Turns out, that there’s 
more to them than meets the eye. Using one while 
enjoying a bath can be beneficial for your body! For 
example, Epson salt is known for its ability to pull toxins 
out from your body, baking soda balances our body’s 
pH levels, and coconut oil boosts our immune system.

Length
01:42

Item Code
DIYS152

#149 #150
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Halloween Lantern

Description
The best way to spend the cold and dark October 
evenings is by crafting. With Halloween just around the 
corner, why not spend some time crafting Halloween 
decorations? You can use Halloween lanterns as an 
indoor decoration or as a spooky accessory to your 
costume.

Length
02:46

Item Code
DIYS153

Pencil Grip Hacks

Description
Children go through many necessary steps before 
developing a firm and comfortable pencil grip. If 
your first grader is struggling with writing tasks and 
complains about tired hands, it’s mostly related to a 
bad grip. The right grip for school-aged children is by 
holding the pencil with three fingers. 

Length
01:34

Item Code
DIYS154

Halloween Cape

Description
Halloween is the perfect time to let your imagination 
flow and your inner child loose. It is also a good time to 
teach your children that the best costumes aren’t store-
bought but rather self-made.

Length
02:08

Item Code
DIYS155

Felt Sleeping Masks

Description
Sleeping masks are the best for overcoming sleeping 
problems or for obtaining restful sleep. Luckily, they’re 
not that pricey and time-consuming to make and will 
give you the freedom to explore the limits of your 
creativity. Craft one for yourself or your children and 
enjoy a good night’s sleep. 

Length
03:45

Item Code
DIYS156

#153 #154
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Glowing Bats

Description
Fluorescent colors are exiting for children because you 
don’t meet them in everyday life that much. Experiment 
with fluorescent colors and celebrate Halloween with 
this simple yet thrilling crafting project that will bring 
excitement into dark October nights.

Length
01:41

Item Code
DIYS157

Different Ways to Use an Old Yoga
Mat

Description
If your yoga mat is worn-out and not good for 
exercising anymore, don’t throw it away just yet! You 
can repurpose your old yoga mat by using it in various 
ways.

Length
02:21

Item Code
DIYS158

Glowing Mushrooms

Description
Stormy autumn winds can rip some branches off from 
the trees. Instead of burning them or throwing away, 
try out something new this year. With Halloween just 
around the corner, an old tree branch maybe just the 
thing you need for making an awesome Halloween 
decoration.

Length
01:42

Item Code
DIYS159

Advent Calendar

Description
Try celebrating the countdown to Christmas differently 
this year. Instead of buying your children an expensive 
calendar from the store, make one of your own!

Length
02:17

Item Code
DIYS160

#157 #158
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Marble Painting

Description
Take painting to a whole new level by using marbles 
instead of brushes! The process of painting with 
marbles will train your child’s fine motor skills and 
hand-eye coordination, teach about colors and what 
happens when you mix them, and last but not least – 
challenge their creativity. 

Length
01:22

Item Code
DIYS161

Making Candles from Old Candle 
Wax

Description
Candles often don’t burn all the way through. Here is 
a clever way of re-using old candle wax to create new 
candles.

Length
00:50

Item Code
DIYS162

Snowglobe

Description
Snow globes are mesmerizing and tend to have a 
calming effect on many people. When your children 
don’t know how to deal with the excitement and other 
emotions that build up while waiting for Christmas day 
to arrive, gather them around and make a snow globe 
together. 

Length
01:37

Item Code
DIYS163

Printing Images on Candles

Description
Winter is the prime time for enjoying cozy candlelight. 
Take your candle game on to a new level and learn 
something new – for example, how to print images on 
candles. Personalized candles make good gifts and add 
some style to your interior.

Length
01:27

Item Code
DIYS164

#161 #162
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Skating Puppet

Description
It can be challenging for a child to make sense of 
proportions, human anatomy, and how our body moves. 
Crafting a paper doll with moving body parts will not 
only be a great pastime activity, but it also teaches 
everything named above. 

Length
05:49

Item Code
DIYS165

Fleece Hat

Description
There is nothing warmer to wear on a cold, windy 
day than a fleece hat made by your loved one. Sew 
your child a unique fleece hat that has a touch of your 
warmth and love in it.

Length
01:46

Item Code
DIYS166

Shadow Theatre

Description
A lot of children are afraid of darkness and shadows. 
You can help your child overcome that fear with 
some easy and fun shadow play. It also helps them 
understand how the physical world works and what 
happens with the shadows when you move the puppet 
closer to or further away from the light source. 

Length
05:07

Item Code
DIYS167

Fragrance Sachets

Description
Store-bought air fresheners do the job when it comes 
to eliminating unpleasant odor but are typically full of 
chemicals that are not good for our health in the long 
run. Did you know that dried herbs and spices also do 
the job without harming our health? Fragrance sachets 
are perfect for adding a natural smell to our household.

Length
01:23

Item Code
DIYS168

#165 #166
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Guardian Angel

Description
A lot of children have different fears related to sleep, 
whether it’s the fear of monsters under the bed, fear of 
darkness, or separation anxiety. There are many ways 
for how parents can help their children cope with sleep-
related fears – one of them is by crafting an angel who 
guards your child while they sleep.

Length
02:32

Item Code
DIYS169

Egg Warmer from a Glove

Description
If you have a bunch of lonely, peerless gloves at home, 
don’t throw them away just yet! Gather your children 
and tell them a thing or two about upcycling, teach 
them basic sewing skills and allow their imagination to 
flow. Egg warmers are simple to make, yet decorative 
pieces to have on your Easter table.

Length
01:29

Item Code
DIYS170

Constellation and Stargazing Cup

Description
The universe is something mysterious yet a fascinating 
thing to explore. If your child has a space bug or you 
want to introduce them the beauty of our galaxy – this 
is the kind of crafting project to try out!

Length
03:05

Item Code
DIYS171

Pencil Case from Laminated 
Cotton

Description
Don’t waste any more money on store-bought pencil 
cases – make one for yourself! This is a good project 
to try out with your school-aged child, but with a little 
help, everyone is capable of crafting one. Upcycle old 
laminated cotton into a cool pencil case and develop 
your child’s planning skills. 

Length
02:30

Item Code
DIYS172

#169 #170
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Dragonfly Reflector

Description
Gather your family around and craft captivating 
reflectors, and while at it, explain why it’s important to 
wear one in the dark.

Length
01:34

Item Code
DIYS173

Feather Pen

Description
Make writing look stylish again by crafting a feather 
pen. It’s a great project for reusing old ballpoint pens 
and having some quality time with your child. Not only 
is this project great for upcycling, but it also trains your 
child’s fine motor skills, following directions and lets 
their creativity run wild.

Length
01:23

Item Code
DIYS174

Pirate Ship

Description
If you have some leftover pieces of wood that you’re 
willing to sacrifice for your child’s development, then 
this is the project to try out! Playing whit a pirate ship 
lets your child have lots of fun and imaginative play, 
which is good for the developing brain.

.

Length
03:05

Item Code
DIYS175

Fairy House

Description
Wintertime is full of mystical creatures – starting from 
little elves and ending with sprites and fairies. Let your 
child’s imagination loose and help them craft a house 
for your home fairy. This project will give you a chance 
to spend some quality time together and get a glimpse 
of your child’s fantasy world.

Length
03:15

Item Code
DIYS176

#173 #174
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Glove Dress for Dolls

Description
Upcycle old gloves into trendy doll clothes and let the 
fashion designer in you take over! This way you’ll teach 
your children that sometimes the greatest things are 
made by yourself. 

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS177

Crafting Stick Snowflakes

Description
Instead of buying this year’s Christmas decorations 
from the store, try making them yourself! It’s easier and 
way cheaper than you think. In return, you’ll have more 
spear money and unique decorations. Did you know 
that crafting relieves stress and helps to cope with 
negative emotions? – take it as a bonus. 

Length
01:23

Item Code
DIYS178

Lava lamp

Description
There is something so calming and mesmerizing about 
lava lamps. If you don’t have one at home but want to 
show your children some chemistry in action, make a 
lava lamp bottle out of simple household remedies. 

Length
01:13

Item Code
DIYS179

Car Seat Organizer

Description
For some parents, only the thought of going on a road 
trip with their children can cause a mild headache or 
a panic attack, but it doesn’t have to be that way. The 
fact is that children do need easily accessible snacks, 
entertainment, and other essentials while on the road, 
but the packing is up to you.

Length
05:21

Item Code
DIYS180

#177 #178
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Sock Snowman

Description
Don’t throw away socks that have lost their significant 
other to the washing machine! This Christmas themed 
craft if perfect for teaching your children upcycling, and 
that self-made toys are way cooler than store-bought 
ones. Crafting a sock snowman can also help to learn 
basic sewing skills that are useful later in life.

Length
01:41

Item Code
DIYS181

Cupcake Liner Crafts

Description
Nowadays, cupcake liners come in all kind of pretty 
patterns that it is such a pity to use them only for 
cooking. Here are some ideas on how to use them for 
decorations in various ways.

Length
03:15

Item Code
DIYS182

A Tea Box for a Friend

Description
There is no better way to show someone that you 
care for them than with a self-made gift. It shows that 
you have given it some thought, and made something 
especially for them. By the way, did you know that 
crafting helps to reduce stress, helps to focus attention, 
and gives a sense of pride?

Length
03:00

Item Code
DIYS183

Lip Balm in a Case with a Lovely 
Blossom

Description
Store-bought lip balms may look and smell nice, but 
they can also contain ingredients our body doesn’t 
need. If you or your family members have sensitive skin, 
you’re into eco-friendly make-up, or you’re just looking 
for a new project to try out, then we have something 
for you!

Length
01:55

Item Code
DIYS184

#181 #182
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Felt Puzzle

Description
Puzzles can offer a lot of benefits for our children – 
starting from training their problem-solving skills, hand-
eye coordination develops their fine motor and ending 
with training social skills and boosting their self-esteem. 
Felt puzzles offer all of that above with an intense 
sensory experience.

Length
03:26

Item Code
DIYS185

Infinity Scarf

Description
Upcycle your old sweaters into something you can wear 
again – infinity scarves! This project is ideal for people 
who appreciate a nice, warm knitted scarf but aren’t 
into knitting themselves. 

Length
02:41

Item Code
DIYS186

Finger Knitting

Description
Finger knitting is a challenging exercise for training the 
fine motor muscles that are later needed for writing. 
It is also great for hand and eye coordination, and as a 
bonus, it’s a big stress reliever!

Length
04:14

Item Code
DIYS187

Apron and Cuffs from an old Shirt

Description
Upcycle old shirts by turning them into something 
practical.

Length
02:56

Item Code
DIYS188

#185 #186
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Herbarium

Description
If you have a youngster who is into nature and biology, 
a self-made herbarium is a must. Herbarium will 
help keep track of the plants your child has already 
discovered. It is also a clever way to store all the 
withered flowers at home.

Length
04:28

Item Code
DIYS189

Air Fresheners

Description
Did you know that different scents can have a 
huge impact on our mood? We would all like our 
environment to smell pleasant but buying air fresheners 
from the store can affect our budget. Also, store-
bought air fresheners may contain ingredients that are 
not that good for our health in the long run.

Length
01:22

Item Code
DIYS190

Truth or Dare

Description
Truth or dare is a fun game to play with your family or 
friends. It helps to get to know the other person better 
and maybe even help to overcome fears. Make your 
own spinning “truth or dare” gaming table and enjoy 
the fun!

Length
01:18

Item Code
DIYS191

Secret Pockets for Valuables

Description
Sometimes it’s safer to carry your valuables somewhere 
else than in your pockets or purse. These easy tricks 
will show you how to customize your accessories so 
that you can carry your valuables in a secret pocket. 
These hacks are perfect for traveling and for parents or 
children who tend to be a bit light-headed.

Length
07:28

Item Code
DIYS192

#189 #190
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Easter Headbands

Description
Challenge your creativity and amaze your little one with 
these simple, yet cute headbands.

Length
01:35

Item Code
DIYS193

Gumboot Plant Pot

Description
Spring is the perfect time to start growing your herbs 
and plants at home, so we have a project just for you! 
By combining crafting and upcycling, you can give your 
child’s outgrown gumboots a whole new purpose as a 
plant pot. It’s easier than it sounds, so why not try?

Length
02:40

Item Code
DIYS194

Embroidery Hoop Clock

Description
Educating your child how to tell time may seem like a 
tough challenge, and that’s why most of the parents try 
to avoid it as long as possible. Luckily, there are ways to 
make the learning process enjoyable. Start by making 
the learning process as easy and stress-free as,possible, 
for example, craft a clock together!

Length
01:45

Item Code
DIYS195

Origami

Description
We all know that origami is good for our mental health 
– it is stress-relieving and helps to develop mental 
concentration. But it doesn’t stop there! It is also very 
beneficial for our children. It teaches them a thing or 
two about math, trains their hand and eye coordination 
for both hands and is also a great way to train memory.

Length
03:17

Item Code
DIYS196

#193 #194
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Homemade Chalks

Description
Sometimes coloring on a paper isn’t just enough. Little 
ones may have bigger thoughts, plans, and dreams that 
just will not fit on a simple A4 sheet. If the weather is 
nice and the pavement clean, let the kids decorate the 
street with homemade chalks. 

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS197

Organizing Childrens Toys

Description
Children tend to have a lot of toys, and it can be 
challenging to keep their room organized. Here are 
some eco-friendly hacks to try out, that help you keep 
things organized while upcycling old clothes, fabric, 
and plastic you don’t use anymore. You can also set an 
example and show that recycling is cool!

Length
06:37

Item Code
DIYS198

Amazing Colors from Cabbage 

Description
Have a fun science experiment with your children while 
making your colors for painting. Red cabbage has a 
lot of pigment that’s highly sensitive to pH changes. 
Find out what happens when mixed with different 
ingredients – the immediate reaction may be mind-
blowing for your little ones! 

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS199

Plastic Bottle Pencil Case

Description
It’s widely known that our planet has a serious plastic 
problem. You can contribute to a cleaner environment 
by talking about it to your children and teaching them 
how to recycle. One way to reuse old plastic bottles 
is by upcycling them to something else – like a pencil 
case! Practical, long-lasting, and unique. 

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS200

#197 #198
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A Buff colored with Shibori 
Technique

Description
Shibori is a Japanese dyeing technique. You need some 
textile dye, salt, a cotton T-shirt, a pot, two lids, a little 
bit stronger thread or a rope, a (wooden) spoon, and a 
kettle.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS201

Quite Book part 1 of 7 - Making the 
Covers of the Book

Description
Quiet books have a lot of developmental benefits, 
starting from training our child’s small motor-
and problem-solving skills, enhancing hand-eye 
coordination, providing practical life skills, teaching 
numbers, shapes and colors, and encouraging creativity. 

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS202

Quite Book part 2 of 7 - Colors of 
the Rainbow

Description
Naming the names of the colors seems so logical and 
easy for adults but can be a challenge for younger 
children. An important part of children’s development is 
recognizing and identifying colors. With this quiet book 
page, your child learns and matches the colors of the 
rainbow.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS203

Quite Book part 3 of 7 - Buckle Up!

Description
This quiet book page will give your child a practical 
life lesson and will train his or her fine motor skills. By 
using various kinds of buckles, you will help your child 
to develop fine motor skills like finger control and 
dexterity that’s needed to manipulate the buckles.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS204

#201 #202
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Quite Book part 4 of 7 - Match the 
Shapes

Description
We are surrounded by different shapes all the time, 
every day – it’s the way we organize visual information 
for ourselves. Our children do also recognize different 
shapes but don’t know how to call them or categorize 
them just yet. This quiet book page introduces them to 
different shapes.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS205

Quite Book part 5 of 7 - Through 
the holes

Description
Threading is an excellent leisure time activity which is 
also very beneficial for little children. Simple threading 
can come boring over time, so you need to think 
outside of the box to keep things interesting for your 
child. Quiet book page with spotty cheese and a mouse 
on a ribbon fills the same intention as threading.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS206

Quite Book part 6 of 7 - Tie the 
Shoes

Description
Parents often make the life of our children too 
easy by doing the tasks of our children themselves. 
Unfortunately, tying the shoes is a big developmental 
milestone for our children, and the sooner they master 
it, the better. This page will give your children a 
practical life lesson.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS207

Quite Book part 7 of 7 - Numbers 
and Counting

Description
Learning numbers and counting is one of the first 
math-related milestones in your child’s development. 
This quiet book page teaches your child numbers and 
counting. It also trains their fine motor skills and gives 
them a sensory experience.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS208

#205 #206
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Ball Game

Description
Building process develops engineering skills and 
problem-solving – gravity, twists, bendsand will it work? 
It is great for training patience and perseverance. The 
process can be difficult, but with a precise hand and a 
determined mind, everything is possible.

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS209

Your Custom Video Idea?

Description
If you have an idea for similar content or you need a 
custom project for your online videos on any scale - 
feel free to talk to us about it. We might be a perfect 
team to help bring your vision to life. 

Length
01:00

Item Code
DIYS210

#209 #210
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